
Funding Application: Undergraduate Senate [AGU-000117]

Student Organization
Asian American Student Association

Program Title
Asian American Student Association Annual Grants

Start Date End Date

Academic Year
2019-2020 Academic Year

Grant Type
Annual

Funding Line(s)

Line # Account Line Description Funding Manager 
Notes

Event Name Event Date Requested
Amount

Recommended
Amount

Approved
Amount

1 01-5190-30-2990 
(Annual Grants - 
Travel - VSO)

AATP $510, HKSA $60, 
HSU $740, JSU $60, 
KSA $450, Q&A $419.5,
SAAAC $896.98, 
SFoT/TSU $380, SKA 
$500, SVSA $539, 
UCAA $50, AASA $125

$4,730.48 $4,730.48 $4,730.48

2 01-5190-30-2960 
(Annual Grants - 
Meeting Food - 
VSO)

AATP $300, HKSA 
$100, HSU $100, JSU 
$100, KSA $300, SKA 
$100, TCS $50, UCAA 
$100, AASA $125

$1,275.00 $1,275.00 $1,275.00

3 01-5190-30-2900 
(Annual Grants - 
Honoraria - VSO)

AATP $200, HSU 
$2300, JSU $300, KSA 
$2000, SAAAC $1525, 
Sanskriti $100, 
SFoT/TSU $600, SKA 
$600, SVSA $110, 
UCAA $300, AASA 
$6395

$14,430.00 $14,430.00 $14,430.00

4 01-5190-30-2980 
(Annual Grants - 
Registration & 
Tickets - VSO)

Sanskriti $540, SVAS 
$690

$1,230.00 $1,230.00 $1,230.00

5 01-5190-30-2970 
(Annual Grants - 
Royalties - VSO)

AATP $1125 $1,125.00 $1,125.00 $1,125.00

6 01-5190-30-2955 
(Annual Grants - 
Equipment - VSO)

AATP $4800, JSU 
$1100, KSA $450, 
Sanskriti $1600, SVAS 

$11,756.00 $11,756.00 $11,756.00



Line # Account Line Description Funding Manager 
Notes

Event Name Event Date Requested
Amount

Recommended
Amount

Approved
Amount

$550, TCS $1556, 
UCAA $100, AASA 
$1600

7 01-5190-30-2950 
(Annual Grants - 
Office Supplies - 
VSO)

HSU $80, KSA $30, 
SVSA $35

$145.00 $145.00 $145.00

8 01-5190-30-2940 
(Annual Grants - 
Costumes & 
Uniforms - VSO)

AATP $2100, SVSA 
$200, Noopur $540, 
AASA $700

$3,540.00 $3,540.00 $3,540.00

9 01-5190-30-2930 
(Annual Grants - 
Marketing & 
Printing - VSO)

AATP $3198, HSU $77, 
JSU $77, KSA $150, 
SFoT/TSU $45, SVSA 
$210, TCS $40, UCAA 
$25, Noopur $60, AASA 
$1000

$4,882.00 $4,882.00 $4,882.00

10 01-5190-30-2920 
(Annual Grants - 
Event Food & 
Supplies - VSO)

AATP $1780, HKSA 
$2446, HSU $2560, JSU
$1425, KSA $3900, 
Q&A $765, SAAAC 
$341.78, Sanskriti 
$2450, SFoT/TSU $400,
SKA $1020, SVSA 
$1810, TCS $2700, 
UCAA $1934.33, 
Noopur $305, AASA 
$4450

$29,287.11 $29,287.11 $29,287.11

11 01-5190-30-2910 
(Annual Grants - 
Event Services - 
VSO)

HSU $100, JSU $200, 
KSA $1419, Sanskriti 
$1825, SVSA $2050, 
AASA $3500

$9,094.00 $9,094.00 $9,094.00

Requested Recommended

Totals $81,494.59 $81,494.59

Final Allocation $81,494.59

Questions

Question Answer
Please provide four contacts for your group (two must be graduates if also applying for Graduate Annual grants). Melissa Chen, AASA Co-Chair, Stanford undergraduate: melchen@stanford.edu, 



Question Answer
These individuals should be prepared to be called by the Undergraduate Senate or the GSC during the evaluation of 
the group. Please list their name, title in organization, school/degree program, e-mail, and phone.

(240) 506-2210
Catherine Gao, AASA Co-Chair, Stanford undergraduate: cthrngao@stanford.edu, 
(408)802-6535
Thomas Hsieh, AASA FO, Stanford undergraduate: thsieh64@stanford.edu, (562) 
881 7134
Ryan Chen, AASA Core, Stanford undergraduate, rjc45@stanford.edu, (650) 245-
5198

Are you also applying for Graduate Annual Grants? No, we are not applying for graduate annual grants.
Please define the services provided by your group with the Special Fee, as per the ASSU Constitution: The subgroups within this umbrella use Annual Grants funding to put on major 

events that are open to the Stanford community -- such as Listen to the Silence, 
cultural showcases, and theater productions that amplify the social, cultural, and 
political activities on campus.

If you are an umbrella group, please list the groups for which you are applying for Annual grants, their ASSU account 
numbers, and contact information for their financial officers. AATP (Asian-American Theater Project): (5187)

Olivia Popp: opopp@stanford.edu
Kelsey Rich: krich20@stanford.edu

HKSA (Hong Kong Student Association): (5876)
Angel Pan: angelpan@stanford.edu

HSU (Hmong Student Union): (5875)
Soly Lee: solylee5@stanford.edu 

JSU (Japanese Student Union): (8546)
Scott Lucio: slucio@stanford.edu 

KSA (Korean Student Association): (6097)
Lee Duan: leeduan@stanford.edu 

Q&A (Queer & Asian): (6662)
Jade Lintott: jlintott@stanford.edu 

SAAAC (Stanford Asian American Activism Committee): (7098)
Chester Thai: cthai18@stanford.edu 

Sanskriti: (6788)
Sonia Gupta: ssgupta1@stanford.edu 
Hemangini Raina: hraina@stanford.edu 

TSU / SFoT (Tibetan Student Union / Stanford Friends of Tibet): (7366)
Ugyen Lama: godrukpa@stanford.edu 

SKA (Stanford Khmer Association): (7031)
Eric B Kam: ericbkam@stanford.edu 
Max Lee: maxlee12@stanford.edu 

SVSA (Stanford Vietnamese Student Association): (8150)
Steven Doan: sdoan@stanford.edu  



Question Answer
TCS (Taiwanese Cultural Society): (8556)
Emma Tsai: emmatsai@stanford.edu 

UCAA (Undergraduate Chinese American Association): (8803)
James Woma: jaywoma@stanford.edu 

Noopur: (6424)
Amita Gupta: amitag1@stanford.edu 

AASA (Asian American Student Association): (5190)
Thomas Hsieh: thsieh64@stanford.edu
Karissa Dong: kxdong@stanford.edu 

How do you plan to publicize your events/programs to the greater Stanford community? Have you registered with 
Events at Stanford?

Many large-scale events held by our subgroups (LTS, Culture Nights, Rhythms, 
AATP productions, etc)  are on Cardinal Sync, emailed widely through dorms and 
community centers, advertised through Facebook, and advertised through flyering. 
Smaller scale events are advertised through dorm and community center mailing 
lists, and on Facebook. All these events are accessible to the student body.

What is the average attendance at your events? Across the subgroups, attendance varies based on the scale of the event. Our 
largest event, Listen to the Silence Conference, has 400-500 attendees as well as up
to 40-50 speakers, performers, and workshop leaders. Other large-scale events are 
Sanskriti¿s Rhythms, SVSA¿s Culture Night, HSU¿s Youth Leadership Conference, 
TCS¿s Night Market, Asian-American Theater Project¿s quarterly productions. 
Smaller-scale events, like quarterly socials, have around 10-20 attendees. Each 
subgroup¿s Excel Sheet should have a list of their yearly events, as well as an 
attendance estimate for each event. 

Have you applied for Annual Grants in the past 3 years? If so, please detail the outcome of each attempt. We have applied for Annual Grants in the past 3 years. We received $77,744.68 for 
the 2018-2019 year, $79,624.00 for the 2017-2018 year, and $77 629.25 for the 
2016-17 year. (2016 - 2017 numbers is an estimate; we could not find documentation
for it)

What events/programs does your group hold throughout the year for the Stanford community? Many of our largest events are open to the entire campus: Listen to the Silence (the 
largest college Asian-American issues conference nationally), Rhythms (a campus-
wide dance showcase),Taiwanese Culture Society¿s Night Market in White Plaza, 
Asian-American Theater Project¿s productions. Subgroups¿ smaller-scale events, 
like food-making events / cultural awareness weeks from cultural groups like JSU 
and HKSA, are also open to the Stanford community.

What are the three largest line item requests in your budget and why? Event Food & Supplies, Equipment, Honoraria. Food is provided for most of our 
subgroups events (both large and small) which is why it is the largest costs. Many of 
our subgroups events bring speakers and guests to educate our communities about 
Asian American culture and issues happening outside campus. A significant portion 
comes from Listen to the Silence where we bring over 20 workshop speakers, 
keynote speaker with panelists, and a headliner for the concert. A lot of subgroups 
put on large events such as AATP productions, variety of culture shows, and AASA's
Listen to the Silence event. 

**Listen to the Silence is the largest university hosted Asian American Issues 
Conferences where over 400-500 participants from all over California and Stanford 
campus come to learn about different kinds current issues.



Question Answer
Why are you requesting Annual Grants? ANNUAL GRANTS DOCUMENTATION - USE STANFORD EMAIL 

(https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y0H28smjYJka1sszsF0wAygJrsbvTh0) (many 
files were too big even thought we tried compressing or spitting folders up)

Each of our subgroups has established yearly events that they put on (which are 
open to the Stanford community), and many of them require predictable funding; 
especially the larger and higher-cost events like Listen to the Silence Conference, 
Rhythms, Culture Nights, Youth Leadership Conferences, etc. We are requesting 
Annual Grants funding because these are established costs from stable annual 
events, many of which would be difficult to fund through other grants. (Again, each 
subgroup¿s Excel Sheet should have a list of their annual events).

If you applied for Annual Grants last year, is there an increase in the amount you're seeking this year? If so, why? We are applying for a 4.82% increase in funding. This is because:
1) Collectively, our umbrella group received less in funding last year than we have 
before, and many of our subgroups have had trouble maintaining their larger events 
under the new budgets 
2) Right now over 60% of Listen to the Silence is funded by money in our reserves, 
which is an unpredictable and unsustainable source of funding. We¿ve been in 
conversation with SAL and SSE, and are hoping to slowly increase our Annual 
Grants so we can wean the conference off reliance on reserves. (We have a large 
amount in AASA reserves currently, and we want to decrease this amount by 
granting co-sponsorships to Asian-American student orgs.) Attached in the 
documents is a guideline on how increase/proportion future annual grants (see 
¿Finalized Future Budget¿ Excel Sheet). We¿ve talked Ankita, and she thought that 
this was the best course of action for our current situation.
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